Networks of interconnected neocortical representations of prior knowledge, "schemas," facilitate memory for congruent information. This facilitation is thought to be mediated by augmented encoding and accelerated consolidation. However, it is less clear how schema affects retrieval. Rodent and human studies to date suggest that schema-related memories are differently retrieved. However, these studies differ substantially as most human studies implement pre-experimental world-knowledge as schemas and tested item or nonspatial associative memory, whereas animal studies have used intraexperimental schemas based on item-location associations within a complex spatial layout that, in humans, could engage more strategic retrieval processes. Here, we developed a paradigm conceptually linked to rodent studies to examine the effects of an experimentally learned spatial associative schema on learning and retrieval of new object-location associations and to investigate the neural mechanisms underlying schema-related retrieval. Extending previous findings, we show that retrieval of schema-defining associations is related to activity along anterior and posterior midline structures and angular gyrus. The existence of such spatial associative schema resulted in more accurate learning and retrieval of new, related associations, and increased time allocated to retrieve these associations. This retrieval was associated with right dorsolateral prefrontal and lateral parietal activity, as well as interactions between the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and medial and lateral parietal regions, and between the medial prefrontal cortex and posterior midline regions, supporting the hypothesis that retrieval of new, schema-related object-location associations in humans also involves augmented monitoring and systematic search processes.
Introduction
The presence of prior knowledge, schema, promotes memory for new, congruent information (Bartlett, 1932; Anderson, 1981) . Recent neurobiological hypotheses have further defined a schema as a pre-existing network of interconnected neocortical representations (Wang and Morris, 2010; Kroes and Fernández, 2012; van Kesteren et al., 2012) , and data ranging from a biomolecular level in rodents to patient work and education in humans (Tse et al., 2007 (Tse et al., , 2011 Kumaran et al., 2009; van Kesteren et al., 2010a van Kesteren et al., , 2013 van Kesteren et al., , 2014 Wang et al., 2012; McKenzie et al., 2013; Warren et al., 2014) suggest that processes underlying memory encoding and consolidation are facilitated by schema. These studies indicate that this facilitation is mediated by the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and its interactions with the medial temporal lobe (MTL) and posterior representational areas.
The effects of schema on memory retrieval are less clear. In rodents, a spatial associative schema of flavor-location associations in an event arena enabled rapid assimilation of new associations, resulting in hippocampally independent retrieval, and a dependency on mPFC activity for the retrieval of old schema associations and new associations (Tse et al., 2007 (Tse et al., , 2011 . In humans, enhanced mPFC activity and strengthened interactions between the mPFC and posterior representational areas during retrieval of schema congruent information has been reported (van Kesteren et al., 2010b) , suggesting that schema-related memories are differently retrieved. The role of the hippocampus in schema effects on memory retrieval in humans is less clear as the hippocampus may continue to contribute to retrieval if intact or changes may not be detectable by imaging methods in humans. Critically, to date, schema studies in humans and rodents differ substantially. Although most human studies implement pre-experimental academic or world-knowledge as schemas, and tested item and nonspatial associative memory, animal studies have used intraexperimentally learned schemas based on itemlocation associations within a complex spatial layout. To better align these lines of research and to further investigate how schema affects retrieval in humans, it appears crucial to design a controlled study in which the intraexperimental schema is based on item-location associations within a spatial layout. Particularly in humans, such a complex spatial task may hold greater mnemonic demands and evoke elaborative and strategic retrieval processes (Anderson, 1984; Ghosh and Gilboa, 2014) that could contribute to schema effects on memory retrieval. These processes have been associated with parietal and lateral prefrontal areas that could support retrieval indirectly (Simons and Spiers, 2003; Ciaramelli et al., 2008) or by retrieval processes specifically linked to schema representations. To investigate such potential processes, we extended previous studies (Tse et al., 2007 (Tse et al., , 2011 van Kesteren et al., 2010b) by using whole-brain approaches instead of focusing mainly on the midline structures and MTL.
Here, we investigate the impact of schema on learning and retrieval of new object-location associations, as well as the neural correlates underlying such retrieval. Subjects were instructed to memorize associations between objects and locations within two spatial layouts: a schema and a noschema layout. On 3 consecutive days, subjects were trained on associations in both conditions. In the schema condition, associations were formed and stabilized within a spatial layout that remained consistent over sessions. In the noschema condition, however, the objectlocation associations changed across sessions. On day 4, each of the two spatial layouts was extended with new associations and 24 h later, on day 5, recall for all associations were tested while measuring brain activity with fMRI.
We expect better learning and memory for object-location associations that can be successfully related to the learned schema. Moreover, we expect increased mPFC activity and connectivity with posterior representational areas during retrieval of schema-related associations. Additionally, as the schema may facilitate strategic search processes supporting retrieval, we presume augmented processing within parietal and lateral prefrontal areas.
Materials and Methods

Participants
Complete datasets were acquired of 33 right-handed healthy subjects. The subjects were recruited from the university campus in Nijmegen and received monetary compensation or course credits for their participation. In addition, they could earn extra money based on performance. None of the subjects received psychotropic medication or had any contraindication for MRI, or a self-reported current or past neurological, psychiatric, or substance use disorder. One subject was excluded due to excessive head motion during the fMRI session (Ͼ4 mm), and 10 were excluded because they did not have sufficient numbers of trials (Ն9) in conditions used for fMRI analyses, as some subjects had too good and others too poor memory performance. This left 22 subjects (ages 19 -32 years, mean 21.9 years; 13 male) for analyses with 27.1 trials per condition on average. All gave written informed consent. The study was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the institutional Medical Research Ethics Committee (CMO Region, Arnhem-Nijmegen).
Task and procedure
The overall task of the subjects was to memorize associations between pictures of everyday objects and their locations within two 10 ϫ 10 "card" boards presented on a computer screen: a schema board and a noschema board. Subjects came to our laboratory on 5 consecutive days ( Fig. 1A) . On the first day, they were introduced to the task in a basic training session. In this session, they learned the locations of 50 objects per board (Set 1). In the afternoon, they returned for a more advanced training session, which was repeated on the second and third day. During these advanced training sessions, they again needed to learn the associations between the same 50 objects and their locations on each board. Critically, on the schema board, the associations of Set 1 remained consistent over training sessions, enabling the buildup of a spatial associative schema. In contrast, on the noschema board, the objects and their possible locations within Set 1 remained fixed, whereas the associations between individual objects and their specific locations changed on every training session. On day 4, the 50 remaining object-location associations (Set 2) were introduced for each board in addition to Set 1 associations during a final learning session (new learning session). The associations of Set 1 on the noschema board again changed. On day 5, subjects were Figure 1. Experimental design. A, Experimental procedure. On day 1, subjects performed a basic training in which they had to learn associations between 50 objects and locations (Set 1) on each of the boards. On the same day, a more advanced training was performed in which subjects again learned associations between the same 50 objects and locations. This training was repeated on day 2 and 3. On day 4, 50 new object-location associations (Set 2) were introduced per board and 24 h later recall for all associations was tested in the MR scanner. The associations of Set 1 on the schema board remained consistent between sessions, whereas the association of Set 1 on the noschema board changed before the training and new learning sessions. B, Example of a board with one set of associations displayed and colored graphical forms outside and inside the board as landmarks. C, Timing of a trial of the (basic) training, new learning session, and recall session. The cue and response period were similar in all sessions. In the training and new learning sessions, feedback was presented on the screen immediately after response for the remaining trial duration (left), whereas during the recall session, the cursor turned gray after response for the remaining response period, followed by an intertrial interval (ITI; right).
asked to retrieve the correct location of all 100 objects on each board while their brain activity was measured using fMRI.
Basic training. During an initial basic training session, subjects were instructed to learn 50 object-location associations initially on one of the boards. At the start of the task, one of the cardboards with its 50 objects was displayed on the screen for 1.5 min to increase learning speed. The 50 remaining cards were displayed face down ( Fig. 1B) . After viewing the board, the first trial started with the presentation of a cue, one of the objects, in a red frame presented below the board, the board presented with all cards facing down. After 2 s, the frame turned green and a black square cursor appeared randomly at one of the four sides of the board. By starting randomly at one of the four sides, subjects could not use pure egocentric stimulus-response trajectory learning. In this response period of 2 s, subjects had to select the card (i.e., location) they believed hold the same object by moving to that card and pressing the left button on a trackball (Kensington, Orbit Optical Trackball). After selecting a card, feedback was presented on the screen for 3 s plus the remaining response period (Fig. 1C ). If the incorrect card was selected, the cursor turned red and the object was displayed at the correct location. If the correct card was selected, the object was shown at that location. After every 50 trials, a rest block of 30 s was inserted during which a fixation cross was presented on screen. The task consisted of three learning cycles, in which every association was presented once per cycle. After three learning cycles were completed, the subjects had to learn the other board and set of 50 associations. Order of schema and noschema board was counterbalanced across subjects.
Training. On 3 consecutive days, subjects returned for training sessions, each lasting ϳ45 min. Each session was identical and similar to the basic training session. However, the boards (conditions) were presented in a more rapidly alternating fashion. That is, at the start of the task, both boards with their objects were presented after each other for 1.5 min, and during the task, the boards alternated every five trials. Such interleaved learning is thought to reduce interference (McClelland et al., 1995) . The start condition was counterbalanced over subjects and sessions. On the next day and the third day, the training session was repeated. The order of presentation and assignment of the objects to the possible locations on the noschema board were randomized for each subject and session. After the last training on day 3, a recall task (see description recall task in Recall in scanner, below) was performed to familiarize subjects with the actual cued-recall setup. During this test, memory for all trained associations (Set 1) was tested.
New learning. On day 4, subjects returned to our laboratory once again to learn the 50 remaining object-location associations per board (Set 2) in addition to Set 1 associations. The 50 new objects were placed at the remaining 50 locations not used for Set 1. Associations of Set 1 on the noschema board changed again. At the beginning of this session, both boards with all objects were presented after each other on the screen, each for 2.5 min. During the task, the boards alternated every five trials and the start condition was counterbalanced over subjects. Similar to the training sessions, after the initial presentation of the boards, the first trial started with presentation of a cue below the board (3 s), followed by a response period (2 s) and feedback (3 s; Fig. 1C ). Each object was presented once during each of three learning cycles. In total, the session lasted 100 min.
Recall in scanner. Twenty-four hours (SD ϭ 1 h) later, memory for all 100 object-location associations on each board was tested in the MR scanner. Before the start of the task, the instructions were repeated and subjects were asked how many hours they had slept the previous night (mean Ϯ SD, 7.8 Ϯ 1.4 h). Then, subjects were positioned in the MR scanner, where they lay supine with a trackball on their abdomen (Kensington, Orbit Optical Trackball, in house adapted for MRI compatibility) to perform the task. They could view the task on the screen through a mirror mounted on the head coil. In this test, each object was presented once and sequentially as a cue below the board in a red frame for 3 s. The board was displayed with the cards facing down. For each cue, subjects were instructed to select the correct card (location) within 2 s after cue offset, similar to the training and new learning sessions. However, after selection of the card, no feedback was presented. Instead, the cursor turned gray for the remaining trial duration, followed by a 2.5-7.5 s intertrial interval (fixation cross, mean 5 s; Fig. 1C ). Again, the boards alternated every five trials during the task and the start condition was counterbalanced over subjects. Resting blocks were inserted after every 25 trials during which a fixation cross was presented for 30 s. The task duration was ϳ40 min.
Item recognition task. After scanning, an item recognition memory task was presented to the subjects outside the scanner to test whether the subjects' ability to recognize the objects differed between the schema and noschema board. In this task, 25 objects randomly selected from each board and set were intermixed with 50 comparable but entirely novel objects, and sequentially presented on screen for 3.5 s. Subjects had to indicate by appropriate button press (within the presentation time) whether they remembered having seen the object during the experiment with high confidence ("sure old") or with low confidence ("unsure old"), or whether they thought that they had not seen the object during the experiment with low confidence ("unsure new") or with high confidence ("sure new").
Stimuli, stimulus presentation, board design
Stimuli. In total, 250 colored pictures of simple, everyday objects were selected from the Hemera Photo-Objects database (Hemera Technologies). All objects were easy to name and distinctive. These pictures of objects (called objects in the remaining text) were divided into five sets of 50 each, all sets comparable for color and content (transportation objects, food items, household items, sport and play items, etc). These sets were assigned to each subject and condition (Set 1 schema, Set 1 noschema, Set 2 schema, Set 2 noschema, novel in item recognition task) in a counterbalanced manner.
Board design. The 10 ϫ 10 "boards" were created in Adobe Illustrator CS5.0 and differed only in landmarks (see below) and color of the cards' back; one condition had cards with yellow backs and the other blue. Around and within the boards, colored graphical forms, "landmarks" were located. These landmarks could be used as reference points when memorizing the locations of objects on the boards similar to the salient objects in and near the event arena (Tse et al., 2007) . The colors of the landmarks as well as the shape of the outer landmarks differed between boards, but the placement was the same. Assignment of the boards to the schema and noschema condition was counterbalanced over subjects.
Stimuli presentation. Next, the objects were assigned to the locations on the boards as follows. Two sets of coordinates of locations were developed, each consisting of two parts, one part of coordinates for the objects of Set 1 and one for Set 2. The locations were selected in such a way that the two sets were divided equally over the quadrants of the boards. The assignment of the sets of coordinates and its respective parts to the specific board (schema and noschema) and set (Set 1 and Set 2) was counterbalanced over subjects. Next, for each subject, each object of a specific set and condition was randomly assigned to one of the locations of that specific set and condition before start of the basic training session (Set 1) and new learning session (Set 2). In case of the objects of Set 1 of the noschema board, this randomization was repeated before every training session and the new learning session. In addition, the order of presentation of the objects of both the schema and noschema board was randomized for each session and each learning cycle. All versions of the task were programmed in and presented using Presentation 16.1 (Neu-roBehavioral Systems).
Behavioral analyses
The behavioral data consisted of scores for the accuracy of remembering the correct locations of objects, and these were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics 20. Repeated-measures ANOVAs were conducted to test the effects of schema (schema, noschema), session (training 1, 2 3) and cycle (1, 2, 3) on learning performance (correct responses) during the training sessions. Next, we tested the impact of having a reliable schema on the learning of the new, additional associations (Set 2) on day 4 using a repeated-measures ANOVA with schema (schema, noschema) and cycle (1, 2, 3) as within-subject factors. To test whether possessing a schema affected memory for the newly learned associations during the recall task, a paired-sample t test was performed. In addition, we performed a repeated-measures ANOVA to test the effects of schema (schema, noschema) and memory (correct, incorrect) on reaction times (RTs) for the newly learned associations during the recall task. In addition, we conducted paired-sample t tests comparing the RT for the correctly recalled schema-defining associations (Set 1) with the RT for the correctly recalled noschema associations of Set 1, as well as with the schema associations of Set 2. Furthermore, data from the item recognition task was investigated with a repeated-measures ANOVA with schema (schema, noschema) and set (Set 1, Set 2) as within-subject factors to test for differences in object recognition between conditions and sets.
MRI data acquisition
Participants were scanned using a Siemens Magnetom Skyra 3 tesla MR scanner equipped with a 32-channel phased array head coil. A total of 1098 blood oxygen level-dependent scans were acquired using a T2*weighted gradient-echo, multiecho echoplanar imaging (EPI) sequence (Poser et al., 2006) with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) ϭ 2100 ms; echo time (TE)1 ϭ 8.5 ms, TE2 ϭ 19.3 ms, TE3 ϭ 30 ms, TE4 ϭ 41 ms; flip angle ϭ 90°; matrix size ϭ 64 ϫ 64; field-of-view (FOV) ϭ 224 ϫ224 ϫ 119; slice thickness ϭ 3 mm; slice gap ϭ 0.51 mm; 34 slices, acquired in ascending order. To allow T1 saturation to reach equilibrium, the first six scans were discarded.
After acquisition of the functional data, a T1-weighted structural image of the whole brain was made using a magnetization prepared, rapidacquisition gradient echo sequence (parameters: TR ϭ 2300 ms; TE ϭ 3.03 ms; flip angle ϭ 8°; matrix size ϭ 256 ϫ 256; FOV ϭ 256 ϫ 256 ϫ 256; slice thickness ϭ 1 mm; 192 sagittal slices).
MRI data preprocessing
Raw multiecho data were first combined using in-house build MATLAB 7.9 software (MathWorks). This software used 32 scans acquired during resting-state before start of the task to determine the optimal weighting of echo-times for each voxel (after applying a smoothing kernel of 3 mm full-width at half-maximum), by calculating the contrast-to-noise ratio for each echo per scan. Next, motion correction was performed on the first echo by estimating iterative rigid body realignment to minimize the residual sum of squares between the first echo of the first scan and all other scans. These estimated parameters were applied to all other echos, thereby realigning all echos to the first echo of the first scan. Then, the calculated optimal echo time weightings were used to combine the four echo images of each scan into single images. These combined images were further preprocessed and analyzed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion. ucl.ac.uk/spm).
The individual structural image was coregistered to the mean functional scan using mutual information optimization. Next, using unified segmentation, the structural scan was segmented and the normalization parameters were estimated. Subsequently, using these parameters, all scans were transformed into Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, as defined by the SPM8 MNI T1 template (resampled voxel size of functional data ϭ 3.5 ϫ 3.5 ϫ 3.5 mm). Finally, the functional scans were smoothed using a 3D Gaussian filter (8 mm full-width at half-maximum).
fMRI data analyses
The preprocessed functional images were analyzed using a general linear model regression analysis in which the following events were included as regressors of interest: correct trials of Set 1 of the schema condition, correct trials of Set 1 of noschema condition, correct trials of Set 2 of schema condition, correct trials of Set 2 of noschema condition, incorrect trials of Set 1 of noschema condition, incorrect trials of Set 2 of schema condition, and incorrect trials of Set 2 of noschema condition. For these regressors, a parametric modulation of reaction time was included to control for variation in response time. No separate regressor of interest was included for incorrect trials of Set 1 of the schema, as performance on these trials was, as intended, very good, resulting in low numbers of incorrect trials for all subjects. Instead, a regressor was included modeling the incorrect trials of Set 1 of the schema condition together with the misses of all conditions. All regressors were time-locked to the onset of the cue and modeled by convolving a box-car function of 5 s (cue presentation ϩ maximum response period) with a canonical hemodynamic response function (Friston et al., 1995) . To correct for head motion, the six realignment parameters were included in the design matrix as regres-sors of no interest. A high-pass filter was applied to the data (cutoff 150 s) to remove low-frequency fluctuations in the signal. Subsequently, for each subject contrast images were created for each condition of interest compared with baseline. These contrast images were submitted to random effects second-level analyses.
As second-level analyses, two repeated-measures, flexible factorial ANOVAs were conducted with "subject" modeled as a factor. First, we performed a two-way ANOVA with the within-subject factors schema (schema, noschema) and set (Set 1, Set 2) to examine activity during correct retrieval of all associations on both boards. Second, a two-way ANOVA with schema (schema, noschema) and memory (correct, incorrect) as within-subject factors was conducted to investigate brain activity related to retrieval of the newly learned associations. Note that this analysis only includes the first-level contrast images of retrieval of Set 2 associations.
Next, we performed psychophysiological interaction analyses (PPI; Friston et al., 1997) using SPM8 to assess changes in connectivity associated with memory for the newly learned schema-related associations (Set 2). A PPI shows changes in connectivity of a seed region (physiological factor) with the rest of the brain modulated by a psychological factor (task conditions). Here, we defined two seed regions. The first seed region was defined as a sphere with an 8 mm radius and centered at the peak of activation within the frontal cortex, which showed increased activity in relation to retrieval of newly learned schema associations (right middle frontal gyrus: x, y, z ϭ 24, 18, 52; see Results for more detail). The second seed region was defined as a sphere with an 8 mm radius and centered in the mPFC, coordinates x, y, z ϭ Ϫ6, 34, 12, based on a previous study of schema-related retrieval (van Kesteren et al., 2010b) . For each subject and each seed region, the time course within the seed region was extracted and adjusted for average activation during the task (i.e., F-contrast showing effects of task). Separately for the schema and noschema condition, we conducted a PPI analysis computing which areas showed increased connectivity (i.e., positive interaction) with the seed region (i.e., physiological factor) during correct retrieval compared with incorrect retrieval (i.e., psychological factor). Subsequently, these resulting individual contrast images of the two PPI analyses of each seed region were submitted to second-level one-sample t tests.
Unless otherwise specified, all second-level analyses were tested for significance using cluster-inference with a cluster-defining threshold of p Ͻ 0.001 and a cluster-probability of p Ͻ 0.05 familywise error (FWE) corrected for multiple comparisons.
Results
Behavior
Schema-defining associations (Set 1) were well learned by the end of day 3 (mean 94.9% correct), indicating the development of a spatial associative schema (Fig. 2) . As expected, the schemadefining associations were better learned than the varying associations on the noschema board (main effect schema; F (1,21) ϭ 985.8, p Ͻ 0.0005) and this difference increased over sessions (interaction schema ϫ session; F (2,42) ϭ 24.8, p Ͻ 0.0005). However, Set 1 associations on the noschema board were also learned within each session (main effect cycle; F (1.6, 32.8) ϭ 233.0, p Ͻ 0.0005) and this became faster over sessions (interaction session ϫ cycle; F (2.6,55.1) ϭ 5.2, p ϭ 0.004), indicating a training effect for the task demands at hand (Fig. 2) . The effect of possessing a schema on learning extended beyond this more general training effect, as the associations on the schema board were better learned than on the noschema board (see the above mentioned main effect of schema and interaction schemaxsession).
As predicted, subjects learned new associations (Set 2) on day 4 on the schema board better than on the noschema board (main effect schema; F (1,21) ϭ 25.2, p Ͻ 0.0005; no interaction schema ϫ cycle, p ϭ 0.397; Fig. 2) . Moreover, when memory was tested 24 h later on day 5, there was better memory for the newly learned associations on the schema board relative to the noschema board (t (21) ϭ 4.6, p Ͻ 0.0005; Fig. 2 ). However, there was a trade-off for this accuracy as subjects responded slower to the newly learned associations on the schema board than on the noschema board for both correct (mean RT Ϯ SD: schema ϭ 1360.0 Ϯ 97.1 ms, noschema ϭ 1349.4 Ϯ 82.1 ms) and incorrect trials (mean RT Ϯ SD: schema ϭ 1482.2 Ϯ 94.5 ms, noschema ϭ 1429.0 Ϯ 112.8 ms; main effect schema; F (1,21) ϭ 11.0, p ϭ 0.003). Of note, they were slower on incorrect than on correct trials (main effect memory; F (1,21) ϭ 45.5, p Ͻ 0.0005), but no interaction between these factors was observed ( p ϭ 0.139). Furthermore, pairedsample t tests revealed faster response times for correct retrieval of the schemadefining associations (mean RT Ϯ SD ϭ 1328.4 Ϯ 86.3 ms) compared with correct retrieval of both noschema associations of Set 1 (mean RT Ϯ SD ϭ 1363.8 Ϯ 80.7 ms; t (21) ϭ 2.33, p ϭ 0.030) and the newly learned schema-related associations (Set 2; mean RT Ϯ SD, see above; t (21) ϭ 2.77, p ϭ 0.012).
Turning to recognition memory for the objects used in the task, Ͼ90% of the ratings on the item recognition memory task were "high confident," as well as being mainly correct for both the schema and the noschema condition, and no differences were observed between conditions for either set (no main effect schema; p ϭ 0.631; or schema ϫ set interaction; p ϭ 0.875; mean percentage correct Ϯ SD: Set 1, schema ϭ 97.8 Ϯ 4.0%, noschema ϭ 97.1 Ϯ 7.1%; Set 2, schema ϭ 91.5 Ϯ 14.1%, noschema ϭ 91.1 Ϯ 14.3%). Not surprising, recognition memory performance was better for Set 1 than Set 2 (main effect set; F (1,21) ϭ 8.4, p ϭ 0.009).
To examine whether the results were influenced by the exclusion of subjects whose performance did not yield enough trials for the fMRI analyses (see Materials and Methods), all analyses were repeated with inclusion of these subjects (N ϭ 32). All reported main and interaction effects remained significant in these analyses, and no new significant results were observed.
Together, these findings suggest that the existence of a schema facilitates learning and retrieval of new, related associations, but not item recognition memory. Furthermore, processing of these associations appears more prolonged, whereas processing of the schema-defining associations is faster.
fMRI: activation
To assess activity during correct retrieval of all associations on both boards, we performed a two-way ANOVA with the factors schema (schema, noschema) and set (Set 1, Set 2). Note that memory (correct, incorrect) was not included as a factor in this analysis, as the incorrect trials of Set 1 on the schema board could not be modeled separately due to low trial numbers caused by high performance, as intended (but see below the next paragraph for further analysis separating correct and incorrect trials). Retrieval of associations on the schema board as compared with the noschema board was associated with more activity within the mPFC, and anterior and middle cingulate cortex (Table 1) . However, this main effect of schema was partly qualified by an interaction due to a larger schema effect in Set 1 relative to Set 2 (interaction schema ϫ set) within the mPFC and anterior cingulate cortex, as well as within the posterior cingulate cortex and angular gyrus (Table 1 ). This pattern of results suggests that ac-tivity within the mPFC, together with activity of the anterior and posterior cingulate cortex and angular gyrus, was related to retrieval of the schema-defining associations (Set 1) rather than retrieval of the newly learned associations (Set 2).
We also conducted a second two-way ANOVA for newly learned associations only, with the factors schema (schema, noschema) and memory (correct, incorrect). Comparing correct retrieval to incorrect retrieval (main effect of memory) revealed increased activity within the anterior and posterior midline regions, angular gyrus bilaterally, putamen and middle temporal areas ( p Ͻ 0.05 FWE-corrected, voxelwise interference; Fig. 3A ; Table 2 ). Hippocampal activity was also observed when applying small volume correction (SVC; p Ͻ 0.05, FWE-corrected at cluster level) using a mask of the right and left hippocampus based on the Anatomical Automatic Labeling Atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et Fig. 3B ). Next, we tested for the main effect of schema by comparing schema board associations with the noschema board associations. This comparison yielded greater activity within the right middle frontal, inferior frontal, and superior parietal gyri ( Fig. 3C ; Table 2 ). In addition, we revealed more activity during incorrect as compared with correct retrieval in the schema relative to the noschema condition in the right inferior and superior frontal gyrus ("negative interaction Schema by Memory"; Table  2 ). However, we did not find evidence for an interaction of schema with memory in which the memory effect was larger for schema associations than for noschema ones ("positive interaction schema by memory"). These findings suggest that retrieval of newly learned schemarelated associations is mediated by processes in the right middle frontal, inferior frontal, and superior parietal gyrus.
fMRI: connectivity
We next examined whether interactions between regions are related to correct retrieval of the newly learned schema-related associations. Connectivity analyses were performed using two seed regions. The first seed region was centered at the activation peak within the frontal cortex, which showed increased activity in relation to retrieval of newly learned schema associations (right middle frontal gyrus: x, y, z ϭ 24, 18, 52). Enhanced connectivity between this region and precuneus and right dorsal angular gyrus, extending into the superior parietal gyrus, was observed during correct retrieval relative to incorrect retrieval of newly learned associations on the schema board (Fig. 4) . No differential connectivity was observed when comparing correct with incorrect retrieval on the noschema board.
The second seed region was based on a previous study on schema-related retrieval (van Kesteren et al., 2010b) and was centered in the mPFC (x, y, z ϭ Ϫ6, 34, 12) . This region overlaps with the observed activity related to successful retrieval (Fig. 3A) . Connectivity analyses revealed increased connectivity between the seed region and locally surrounding areas as well as the posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and precuneus during correct retrieval relative to incorrect retrieval of newly learned associations on the schema board (Fig. 5B) . When comparing correct with incorrect retrieval on the noschema board, increased connectivity was only observed with the left middle occipital gyrus (Fig. 5C ). Contrasting the results of these two analyses revealed a schemarelated enhancement of mPFC-PCC/precuneus connectivity during correct compared with incorrect retrieval (Fig. 5D) .
These analyses showed that enhanced connectivity between the right middle frontal gyrus, and the lateral and medial parietal cortex, as well as increased interactions between the mPFC and posterior midline structures is related to correct retrieval of newly learned, schema-related associations.
Discussion
To examine the impact of a spatial associative schema on learning and retrieval of new object-location associations in humans, we developed a paradigm conceptually linked to rodent studies. Our main findings are that: (1) the existence of a spatial associative schema made learning and retrieval of new, related associations more accurate, but slower and (2) this retrieval was associated with enhanced activation within the middle frontal, inferior frontal, and right superior parietal gyri, as well as increased connectivity between the right middle frontal gyrus, and lateral and medial posterior regions, and between the medial prefrontal cortex and posterior midline regions. Furthermore, extending previous findings (Maguire et al., 1999; van Kesteren et al., 2010a van Kesteren et al., ,b, 2013 , retrieval of schema-defining associations is related to processes in anterior and posterior midline structures, as well as the angular gyrus.
Early psychological studies (Anderson, 1984;  Ghosh and Gilboa, 2014) on schema have suggested that a schema may influence retrieval by allowing orderly memory search and facilitating reconstruction of information from memory. More orderly, or strategic, memory search may underlie retrieval of the newly learned schema-related associations, as retrieval was not only more accurate, but slower. In studies on reaction time models (Diller et al., 2001; Nobel and Shiffrin, 2001) , slower cued recall than recognition was assigned to sequential search processes. Here, the schema could enable more elaborate memory search and thus slower responses. In contrast to a previous study testing schema effects on retrieval during item memory (van Kesteren et al., 2010b) , the use of a more complex acquired spatial associative schema in our study is more likely to evoke such strategic retrieval processes and may explain why these effects have not previously been detected.
The frontal and parietal activity increase during schemarelated retrieval may also point toward more strategic memory search processes. Enhanced activity within the parietal lobe was mainly observed in the superior parietal gyrus, which is not only involved in visuospatial attention (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002) , but also in retrieval (Wagner et al., 2005) by mediating top-down attentional control underlying strategic memory search (Cabeza et al., 2008; Ciaramelli et al., 2008; Vilberg and Rugg, 2008) . According to the "attention to memory model', this region is engaged by allocating top-down attention to retrieval goals and cues and initiating memory search, as well as by monitoring and evaluating the outcome (Cabeza et al., 2008; Ciaramelli et al., 2008) . When presented with a retrieval cue (i.e., an object) of a schema-related association, top-down processes might be trig-gered to search not only the memories of the newly learned, but also of neighboring, schema-defining associations, resulting in a more systematic and longer search.
Increased dorsolateral frontal activity also agrees with previous studies on monitoring of memory search and evaluation processes (Fletcher and Henson, 2001; Simons and Spiers, 2003; Mitchell and Johnson, 2009; Brod et al., 2013) , potentially linked to retrieval success (Donaldson et al., 2010; Hayama et al., 2012) . Here, middle frontal and superior parietal activity was associated with both correct and incorrect recall, so it indeed might be that these processes are more related to monitoring of search processes, rather than to retrieval success. In addition, eye-movements might have contributed to activity in these regions. Although this cannot be ruled out, these effects are likely limited because one would expect bilateral instead of right-sided activation.
Although the frontoparietal activity might not be related to retrieval success, we did reveal enhanced connectivity of the right middle prefrontal cortex with a set of specific posterior brain regions selectively related to correct retrieval of schema-related associations. This enhanced parietal connectivity supports the suggested role of this region in memory search and argues against merely increased perceptual attention. Moreover, increased interplay with the precuneus is in line with studies showing involvement of this region in (spatial) memory retrieval (Burgess et al., 2001; Wagner et al., 2005; Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) and memory search (Sestieri et al., 2010) . Together, these findings suggest that although activity might not be related directly to retrieval success, interplay between these frontal and parietal regions appears to underlie correct retrieval of the schema-related associations.
The schema effect on memory has been linked to accelerated consolidation (Tse et al., 2007; van Kesteren et al., 2010a) . In line with other studies (Frankland and Bontempi, 2005; Takashima et al., 2006; Takehara-Nishiuchi and McNaughton, 2008) , this acceleration of consolidation appears associated with mPFC processing and mPFC-MTL interaction (van Kesteren et al., 2010b (van Kesteren et al., , 2013 Tse et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012) , yet no such connectivity changes have been observed during retrieval. We found enhanced mPFC activity associated with retrieval of schema-defining associations, suggesting that these schema-memories are differently stored and can thus be retrieved via a medial prefrontally mediated process, but no changes in mPFC-MTL connectivity. Of note, Tse et al. (2011) reported enhanced mPFC activity associated with learning of new associations when intermixed with retrieval of old associations, but not when only old associations were retrieved. This may appear at odds with our finding that mPFC activation was associated with the retrieval of schemadefining associations, but it should be considered that this occurred intermixed with the retrieval of newly learned associations that may have triggered further learning. Importantly, although enhanced mPFC activity was related to schema and better performance, increased mPFC activity was associated with lower performance in studies on consolidation (Takashima et al., 2006 (Takashima et al., , 2007 . This supports the notion that the observed mPFC effects are not merely related to difficulty, but related to consolidation processes enabled by schema. However, future studies may consider manipulating task difficulty in addition to schema.
We did not reveal differential mPFC activity between newly learned schema-related and unrelated associations, nor differential mPFC interactions with the MTL or posterior representational regions. However, enhanced mPFC connectivity with Clusters showing significant activity during retrieval of newly learned associations (Set 2). MNI coordinates represent the location of the peak voxels. The peak voxels of each cluster with the cluster size are followed by separate (Ͼ8 mm apart) maxima (maximum of 3) within the cluster. First part lists areas (of 10 or more voxels) showing increased activity during correct retrieval as compared to incorrect retrieval of associations on the schema and noschema board; p Ͻ 0.05 FWE-corrected for whole brain. Note that hippocampal activity was also observed after applying small volume correction. Second part lists areas showing increased activity during retrieval (correct, incorrect) of schema-related associations as compared to associations on noschema board, and the third part shows regions with increased activity during incorrect as compared to correct retrieval in the schema relative to the noschema condition. Cluster-defining threshold of p Ͻ 0.001 and p Ͻ 0.05 FWE-corrected critical cluster size of 62 voxels. L, Left; R, right.
posterior midline structures was related to correct retrieval of newly learned schema-related associations. This increased interaction agrees with the role of these posterior regions in general memory retrieval (Rugg and Vilberg, 2013) . The absence of the expected differential mPFC activity and connectivity with representational areas might be explained by the relative novelty of our schema and the large number of to be assimilated new associations. Currently, it is still unknown how much time is needed to buildup a schema and how fast assimilation of new information occurs in humans. The augmented search and monitoring processes observed might represent an intermediate step allowing more accurate and prolonged retrieval of schema-related information before this information is fully assimilated. Furthermore, the complex nature of our task might involve many brain areas and render it more difficult to detect changes in mPFC connectivity with specific representational areas compared with studies where specific nonspatial memory is tested (van Kesteren et al., 2010b) . We found hippocampal activity associated with general correct memory retrieval, but did not find decreased hippocampal activity during retrieval of schema-defining or newly learned associations. Tse et al. (2007) showed that retrieval of newly learned schema associations rapidly became hippocampally independent. However, in humans, no decline in hippocampal activity during retrieval of schema congruent stimuli has been reported so far (van Kesteren et al., 2010b) . Although we sought to develop a study more closely aligned to rodent studies, a major difference remains that rodents were not able to use the hippocampus, because of induced lesions. The hippocampus might not be necessary but, when accessible, might still contribute to retrieval of schema-related information. Moreover, our design differed from rodent studies in that the rats ran around in the arena promoting allocentric representations. Although our participants had to start moving the cursor from four different screen points, they could use both allocentric and egocentric processing. To further encourage allocentric processing, one may consider developing a virtualreality paradigm.
It might be argued that instead of learning spatial layouts, the series of associations were learned by list-learning strategies. List-learning, however, would have been very difficult considering the number of associations (200) and the changing temporal order (with each session and learning cycle) in which they were learned. Moreover, any list aside from temporal order would contain spatial information in terms of rows and columns. Therefore, we think that the participants learned the spatial layouts and not simple lists.
A point of interest is also the lower final memory performance on the noschema, Set 1 associations as compared with newly learned associations. This finding may be explained by interference with previously learned associations. Exploratory analyses showed indeed that, on average, in 25.2% of the incorrect Set 1 responses, the participants selected a location that was associated with the object during the previous training session. More interference in the noschema than the schema condition is difficult to resolve, because a schema in itself may reduce interference by providing a clear structure.
Here, we aimed to align schema research in humans and rodents by using an experimentally learned spatial associative schema to investigate effects of schema on retrieval of newly learned, related associations. We propose that our results are most in line with a model in which schema improves retrieval by enabling monitoring and systematic memory search, leading to slower, but better retrieval. These augmented processes appear to be mediated by the dorsolateral prefrontal and lateral parietal cortices, as well as interactions between dorsolateral prefrontal and parietal regions, and between the medial prefrontal cortex and posterior midline structures. Our data are not conclusive about the role of the medial prefrontal cortex in schema-related retrieval. Our study-test delay might have been too short to allow full assimilation into neocortical representations requiring further consolidation processes. Thus, the augmented search and monitoring processes might represent an intermediate step allowing more accurate, but slower retrieval of schema-related information. The medial prefrontal activity observed for the retrieval of schema-defining information is in line with such an interpretation. Future studies, however, are required to examine this dynamic assimilation in more detail. Regardless of this need for future studies, our data show how retrieval of schema-related associations can be improved by additional monitoring and memory search processes. Furthermore, together with the eventarena developed for rodents, our new design might pave the way for a comprehensive translational chain from biomolecular to educational studies. 
